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Abstract
Introduction: Textiloma or Gossypiboma is used to describe a foreign
body composed of a compress (s) or surgical field (s) forgotten at an operating
site. Case report: Authors reported two cases of intestinal migrant textiloma
in patients all previously operated on by cesarean section. The two patients
consulted for a chronic painful abdominal mass. Abdominal ultrasound
showed a superficial anterior structure in favor of foreign body in the first
patient. The second one concluded that there was a right ovarian cyst. The
surgery discovered a greek mass in both cases. Resection of the intestinal mass
was performed followed by end to end anastomosis. The enterostomy of hail
mass revealed an abdominal compress in each case. Conclusion: Forgetting a
compress or abdominal field during surgery is a tragedy for the surgeon not
only because of its forensic aspect but also because of the suffering endured
by the patient. Indeed, actions trying to prevent this type of error are
implemented in most developed countries; it is time for each hospital to adopt
preventive measures, even if just only the compresses counting during the
procedure.
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Introduction
Textiloma, commonly called Gossypiboma by Anglo-Saxons, is used
to describe a foreign body composed of a compress (s) or surgical field (s)
forgotten at an operating site. [Margonis, 2016; Faraj, 2013]. It is an omission
in a part of the human body of a foreign body during a surgical procedure. The
various writings agree that this condition is rare, even if its medico-legal
repercussions should not be minimized [Erguibi, 2015; Hammoud,2001]. Its
manifestations depend on the biological evolution of the foreign body, which
can have two aspects: inflammatory with the formation of a granuloma that
can mimic several pathologies leading to diagnostic and exudative wandering
leading to an abscess or fistulization [Gawande, 2003]. Textiloma migration
is a rare phenomenon. We report two cases of intestinal migrant textiloma
managed at the Regional Hospital of Maradi and we will review the literature.
Case 1:
Authors report a case of a thirty (30) years old patient, seventh gesture,
seven anterior parities and five living children, with a past medical history of
three surgical procedures. The first was for appendicitis, the two others for
cesarean sections. The last one was performed three years ago for a suspicion
of disunion. She was admitted for exploratory laparotomy for an abdominal
mass associated with abdominal pain evolving over the past 3 years. It should
be noted that this pain started about three weeks after the last cesarean section.
This was combined with transit disorders and constipation of an episodic
nature. The clinical examination showed a patient in good general condition,
blood pressure (BP): 13/8 cm Hg, Temperature: 37°C, pulse: 76 pulse/ mn,
Respiratory frequency: 21 cycles/ mn, weight / 64 Kilogrammes. The
abdominal examination showed on inspection, 3 incision scars: Mac Burney,
Pfannential and median subumbilical incisions; a hard, painful and mobile
periombilical mass was palpated in relation to the superficial and deep plane.
There was no hepato-splenomegaly or declive matte. The rest of the
examination was without particularity. The biological check-up was normal.
Abdominal ultrasound showed a superficial anterior structure that appeared
flat with a thickness of 7 mm in favor of a foreign body. [Figure1].
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The surgery discovered a small intestine mass about 130 cm from the
ileo caecal junction. Resection of the mass was performed followed by end to
end anastomosis [Figure 2]. The enterostomy of the removed mass revealed
an average abdominal field of 30cm x 45cm digested and molded into the
small intestine [Figure 3].

The postoperative outcome was simple and the patient left the hospital at the
sixth day after surgery.
Case 2:
Authors report the case of N.A, a 29 years old lady, 5th Gesture and 5
previous parities, 2 living children and 3 deceased. She consulted for pelvic
pain located in right iliac fossa that has been progressing for a few weeks with
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diarrhoea and vomiting. Her surgical history included a cesarean section for
early dystocia 9 years ago and a hysterectomy following an undocumented
delivery 4 years ago. The clinical examination found a good general condition,
a flexible, slightly sensitive abdomen with the presence of a hard periombilical
mass, irregular and mobile in relation to the deep plane. The abdominal
ultrasound objectified a right ovarian cyst of 54 x 52 mm, reason of surgical
indication of a right ovarian cystectomy. At the abdominal opening revealed a
mass encompassing several portions of the small intestine up to about 60 cm
from the Ileo-caecal junction. A monoblock resection was performed
removing the mass and the portions of the small intestine involved (about 80
cm of small intestine) followed by an end to end anastomosis. The
postoperative outcome was uneventful and the patient was exited from the
hospital on the fifth day post operation.
The enterostomy of the mass allowed the discovery of abdominal
compresses of 35 cm x 40 cm digested and molded in the small intestine
[Figure 4].

Discussion
Gossypiboma is a term derived from "gossypium" (cotton in Latin) and
"boma" (hiding place in Swahili) [Kassi, 2018]. As surgery progressed, the
use of synthetic materials took precedence over the use of cotton, which was
once used to ensure hemostasis, hence the term textilome (derived from
textiles and the suffix "ome" which means growth) [Nassar, 2004]. Forgetting
an object, a compress, surgical equipment or any other preoperative element
in a patient's body is a dramatic incident or accident not only for the patient,
but also for the surgeon. Despite the preventive measures developed to reduce
the risks, these accidents remain and continue to be experienced by surgical
teams. Although the actual incidence is underestimated due to the forensic
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nature of the condition, there are figures in the literature ranging from 1/1,000
to 1/10,000. [Nassar, 2004; Arsalane, 2005]. The risk of forgetting a foreign
body is linked to certain particular situations, as Gawandé points out that
uncontrolled bleeding, obesity, and lack of compress count are all factors that
increase this risk [Gawande, 2003]. All forms of surgery can be involved with
various localizations: cranial [Nassar, 2004], thoracic [Arsalane, 2005],
urological [Doh, 2017], gynaecological [Osman, 2013]. The most frequent
localization is abdominal-pelvic, which can have several clinical aspects,
linked to the biological evolution of the foreign body within the abdomen. This
natural biological evolution is reflected in the pathophysiological expression
of textile fibres, which lead to inflammatory reaction with exudation from 24
hours onwards, followed by the formation of granulation tissue (8th day);
fibrosis is organised from the 13th day onwards. This evolution explains, in
the absence of infection, the possibility of encysting or even calcifications with
a sometimes long tolerance [Faraj, 2013; Erguibi, 2015]. Late evolution of the
textilome, error or diagnostic delay often lead to migration of the compress or
field through an organ [Kierman, 2008]. The case we report is a migration of
an abdominal field (tetra compress) from the large peritoneal cavity to the
intestinal lumen [Figure 3 and 4]. This type of complication is rare. It is done
from the site of origin due to an inflammatory exudative reaction, with the
formation of internal or external chronic abscesses or fistulas [Faraj, 2013;
Hammoud, 2001]. In case of migration into the intestinal lumen, the loop
closes after a complete migration of the compress and peristaltic activity
moves it to the terminal ileum where it stagnates, often resulting in intestinal
obstruction [Faraj, 2013]. In our observation, intraluminal migration is
identical to a few very rare cases described in the literature[Margonis,2016;
Gawande, 2003; Kassi, 2018; Kierman, 2008; Lv, 2014]. The foreign body
seems to mold itself to the intestinal lumen but without obstructing it,
intermittently causing abdominal pain, which is one of the reasons for repeated
consultations in our two patients. The diagnosis is not easy except in chronic
situations where the clinical examination may find a palpable mass or even
fistulization to the skin or the externalization of the foreign body through the
anus [Faraj, 2013]. Indirect signs may lead to the search for a foreign body in
the event of previous surgery or signs of sub-occlusion. It is in this capacity
that some reviews find their interests. Thus, the diagnosis can be easily made
if it is a radiolabelled compress. In our context, compresses are neither marked
nor counted during surgical procedures. The use of abdominal fields made by
hand and not radio-opaque makes diagnosis by standard radiography even
more difficult. The ultrasound, the routine examination most frequently
encountered and requested in our two patients, can find three aspects: an
echogenic formation with posterior shadow cone, the posterior shadow cone
being secondary to the stopping of the ultrasonic beam by the textile fragment;
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a well-defined cystic formation containing hyperechoic, snake-like and
scratched internal structures, the latter corresponding to the forgotten textile;
non-specific aspects, hypoechogenic or simple cystic formation [Hammoud,
2001; Mercier, 2016]. The second aspect is most frequently reported in the
literature and is the one described in our observation. Textiloma management
remains surgical and any diagnostic or therapeutic delay can be fatal in some
locations. This is the case described by Osman who described a uterine
carcinosarcoma revealed 9 years after surgery. This shows the importance of
many safety practices proposed to prevent or reduce the occurrence of
textilomes. These are the counting of compresses, the use of radiolabelled
compresses, routine radiography after any major intervention and new
recommendations such as barcodes, [Hammoud, 2001; Osman, 2013]. These
preventive practices are not common in our context, hence the interest for any
surgeon to be vigilant to avoid serious complications for the patient on the one
hand and the medico-legal consequences raised by an intra-abdominal foreign
body on the other [Uluçay, 2010].
Conclusion
Forgetting a compress or abdominal field during surgery is a tragedy
for the surgeon and all surgical team, not only because of its forensic aspect
but also because of the suffering endured by the patient. Indeed, procedures of
preventing this type of error are in place in most developed countries, it is time
for each hospital to adopt a preventive measure, if only the counting of
compresses
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